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codes#!/bin/bash set -e # cluster_setup: Confirm the cluster was

defined prior to installing things. Determines # the node pool and set
the environment variables. echo "DEPRECATION WARNING: This script
is from before the redesign of core." >&2 echo "If you are not using

RUSTUP, please remove this script from your machine." >&2 echo "~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~" echo
"Launching a docker container on a CoreOS cluster for this project..."
>&2 echo "~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
" echo "Please be patient for the setup to complete." >&2 read -p "Do

you want to run this script? [y/N] " -n 1 -r if [ "$REPLY"!= "" ]; then
./run.sh exit fi echo "Cluster setup complete." >&2 read -p "Do you

want to deploy an Rkt proxy to this cluster? [y/N] " -n 1 -r if [
"$REPLY"!= "" ]; then ./deploy.sh echo "Exiting the install script." >&2

exit fi echo "Exiting the install script." >&2 Q: How do you create a
column that determines if a cell has the same value as any cell in that
row using VBA? I'm trying to create a column in excel VBA and if a cell
has the same value as a cell in the row below it, it needs to return a 1
in that cell. I cannot use formulas. I have tried using a variable with

the code below and setting it to the array and using the for each
statement, but it is not working. Private Sub Workbook_Open() Dim

Valid As Boolean Set Valid 6d1f23a050
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